Conference Report on
Engineering Geology in New Millennium
1. Introduction and Background:

Indian Society of Engineering Geology was inaugurated on 15th October 1965 by the then Union
Minister for Irrigation and Power Shri A.N. Khosla. Thereafter, the society has never looked back
and has brought together Engineering Geologists and Geotechnical Engineers engaged in
construction of large river valley projects, hydroelectric power projects, infrastructure projects
and from mining industries. As the society grew, its ranks were swollen with joining of a number
of civil engineers, scientists and academicians apart from professional engineering geologists. As
per statures of the society the membership is open to all science and engineering graduates.
Therefore in a nutshell, the society has rendered yeoman’s service and has completed the tricky
job of bringing together two different but related professionals on one hand and all
professionals and researchers on the other. This has immensely benefitted the growth of
engineering geology, geotechnical engineering and environmental science in the country.

An International Conference “Engineering Geology in New Millennium” was organized by Indian
Society of Engineering Geology (ISEG) from 27th to 29th October 2015 at Indian Institute of
Technology, Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi to commemorate 50 years (1965-2015) of existence of
the society and service to the nation. ISEG is affiliated to International Association of
Engineering Geology (IAEG) and is known internationally as India National Group of IAEG. The
conference sponsored by IAEG was held under the aegis of the same. Together with ISEG, the
event was jointly organized by MECL, GSI, IIT Delhi and CBIP. On the sidelines of the conference,
ISEG hosted the IAEG Executive Committee and IAEG Council meetings on 25th October and
26th October 2015 respectively at IIT Delhi.

Engineering Geology in New Millennium or EGNM 2015 was accordingly planned as a milestone
to depict the growth of the subject as well to show the way forward considering new
developments particularly in Information Technology and Computer Science at the turn of the
century. The preparations for the conference started in October 2013 exactly two years in
advance when the 1st Circular for the event was issued. Thereafter, 2nd circular was also issued
in August 2014 coinciding with submission of abstracts. The Advisory Committee was formed
and the Organizing Committee which was already functioning after the issue of 1st circular was

expanded to cover different functions. This really set the ball rolling as the process of evaluation
of abstracts, sending acceptance letters and full paper submission took off in right earnest and
continued right up to publication of full proceedings volume just two days ahead of the
conference inauguration. Other preparations like selection IIT Delhi as venue and engagement
of Event Management Company were also completed by the Organizing Committee. Details of
Advisory Committee and Organizing Committee are given as annexure-I & annexure-II
respectively.

The Conference has been financially sponsored and supported by several companies including
major PSU’s, Power Producers, Private Organizations, Consulting Firms and Government
Departments. List of sponsors category wise is given in annexure-III. A souvenir cum abstract
volume was published on the occasion which contains message from the President of India and
other dignitaries, 236 abstracts received for the conference and advertisements. The list of
advertisers is given in annexure-IV. Conference of this magnitude is not possible without the
support of sponsors and advertisers. The organizing committee is indebted to all the sponsors,
advertisers and supports for their encouragement and expresses deep thanks to all of them. The
event was jointly organized by MECL, GSI, IIT Delhi and CBIP for which ISEG expresses its
gratitude. A number of delegates from twenty-five different countries and from different
organizations in India attended the conference. The OC is highly thankful and expresses its
gratitude to all the countries and organizations. The participating countries and organizations
are mentioned in annexure V and VI. ISEG hosted the IAEG Executive Committee and IAEG
Council meetings on 25th October and 26th October 2015 respectively at IIT Delhi preceding the
International Golden Jubilee Conference. A detailed report in this regard is given as annexure
VII.

On the sidelines of the international conference, ISEG in collaboration with Rocscience Inc also
organised a “Workshop on Numerical Modelling in Rock Engineering” at Civil Engineering
Department, IIT Delhi from 25th to 26th October 2015. The workshop which was organised as
precursor to EGNM provided a background on the numerical modelling for rock engineering

problems using two and three-dimensional finite element tools. The participants were
provided with RS2 and RS3, state of the art 2- and 3-dimensional geotechnical software
which are being used around the world. The workshop was attended by Engineering
Geologists and Civil Engineers representing organisations such as GSI, NHPC, THDC, L&T,

RITES, WAPCOS, CIMFR, ITD Cementation etc. A report on the workshop is enclosed as
annexure VIII.

The three day Golden Jubilee Conference commenced on 27th October 2015 at IIT Delhi in
which a total of 347 delegates were registered. The same included 65 foreign delegates and
22 student delegates. ISEG offered complementary registration to about 127 delegates that
included representatives from Sponsors of the events and also members of the Organizing
Committee. A complete list of delegates of the Conference is enclosed in annexure IX and of
Student delegates is attached as annexure X.

President ISEG and Convener EGNM 2015 welcoming Chief Guests

2. Inaugural Ceremony :

The Chief Guest for the Inaugural Session was Shri Balwinder Kumar, Secretary, Ministry of Steel
& Mines, Government of India who inaugurated the conference and the exhibition as well.
Initially, however, Dr Gopal Dhawan, President of ISEG and Chairman of Organizing Committee
welcomed Shri Balwinder Kumar, Chief Guest, President of IAEG, Prof Scott Burns and Secretary
General IAEG, Dr Faquan Wu. Dr Dhawan also welcomed all other dignitaries and delegates to
the conference. Dr Gopal Dhawan, who is also Chairman and Managing Director, Mineral
Exploration Corporation Limited (MECL) in his Welcome and Presidential address also said that
Engineering Geology in New Millennium was coined to invite most advanced technological
improvements in engineering geology and the word millennium has been symbolically used to
depict lasting solutions. He said that ISEG has served the development of engineering geology in
an altruistic manner. Shri Balwinder Kumar said that it is heartening to note that so many
experts have travelled from far off places and other countries to discuss engineering geology
issues. He said apart from benefiting the infrastructure development in the country the

conference will also serve for technological improvements and betterment in mining industry.
Dr Scott Burns, President IAEG, praised the hospitality extended to IAEG representatives by their
Indian counterparts and organizers. He said IAEG is a unique organization which brings
engineering geologists, geotechnical engineers and related specialists together around the
world as it has global presence. Dr. Wu Faquan, Secretary General IAEG, said that they are
looking for greater cooperation amongst all the national groups. He said that he is pleased to
visit India once again.

Shri Y. Deva, Vice President, Asia IAEG, also thanked the participants

from foreign countries and said that IAEG representatives made it to India in spite of initial
hiccups. The Vice President Asia said that fruitful discussions have taken place in the day long
Executive Committee and Council Meetings of IAEG. Shri M. Raju, Secretary Organizing
Committee and Addl. Director General, GSI proposed vote of thanks for the inaugural session. In
addition to the above, following publications of the society were released by the dignitaries
during inaugural session:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Souvenir cum Abstract Volume, EGNM 2015
ISEG Golden Jubilee Book
Conference Proceedings, J of EG Spl. Publication Oct. 2015
Journal of Engineering Geology, Volume 39 (No.2)
Journal of Engineering Geology, Volume 40 (No.1)
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Inauguration of the Exhibition

3. Technical Sessions :
The conference spread over three days from October 27th to 29th was divided into 32
technical sessions for oral presentation of 125 papers and 28 keynote lectures from noted
experts. Besides 17 poster presentations were also planned in two sessions. It is pleasing to note
that 90 percent of the presentations were made by delegates with only 10 percent absentees
due to unforeseen circumstances or exigencies in their organizations. Papers were received
from as many as fifteen different countries.
The papers were distributed in eight themes as follows:
i)

Investigation Techniques and Exploration

ii)

Rock Mechanics

iii)

Construction Stage Engineering Geology and Geotechnical Aspects

iv)

Geotechnical Engineering and Soil Mechanics

v)

Geotechnical Studies and Engineering Design of Large Caverns

vi)

Mining

vii)

Geo-environmental, Hydrology and Ground Water

viii)

Landslide Studies, Hazards and Seismicity
In addition to the above considering the importance of certain topics and their

relevance in Indian context, 28 Keynote Lectures were delivered under the following Special
Themes as well as in combination with regular conference themes mentioned above. Keynote
speakers were from India and other counties such as USA, New Zealand and from Europe.
The details of all the parallel sessions are given in the technical program enclosed as
annexure XI.
Hydropower in India
i)

Education, Engineering Geology

ii)

Geological Hazards

iii)

Tunnel Boring Machines and Tunneling

iv)

Stability

v)

Energy

Initially ten themes as mentioned below were identified for receiving abstracts and finally on the
basis of response and receipt of full papers eight themes were identified. It is noteworthy that
225 abstracts were received which have been complied in Souvenir cum Abstract Volume and
distributed to all delegates.
Special Theme: Hydropower in India
Three keynote lectures were presented as per technical program given in annexure XII.

Presentations at Main Conference Hall, Venue A
3.1

Theme I - Investigation Techniques & Exploration:

Under this theme 19 full papers were received which were divided into three technical
sessions 2(A), 2(B) and 2(C). Details of papers are given in annexure IX. Papers relating to new
geophysical techniques, remote sensing, influence of geology on layout and on assessment of
natural construction materials were presented and appreciated by the audience. There was a
highly enlightening talk on “New Frontiers in Geotechnical Engineering: Challenges and
Opportunities” by Shri A.B. Pandya, Chairman, Central Water Commission, New Delhi.
3.2

Theme II - Rock Mechanics:
Eighteen full papers were received under the theme “Rock Mechanics”. They were

divided into two sessions 5 (A), 5 (B) and 5 (C) along with one keynote address by Dr Rajbal
Singh. All the presentations were quite interesting. Highlights of rock mechanics sessions were
involvement of new research, innovative ideas and empirical relationships for Himalayan rock
conditions.
3.3

Theme III - Construction Stage Engineering Geology and Geotechnical Investigations:
This theme was attractive for the delegates and twenty seven full papers. The

presentation were divided into six different sessions 3 (A), 3 (B), 3 (C), 3 (D), 3 (E) and 3 (F).
Topics of various papers covered mainly construction stage geological problems and solutions.
Presentations on new methods such as tunnel seismic prediction, use of geo-informatics, preconstruction stage geotechnical evaluations, 3 D wedge analysis and adjustment of rock mass
classification in deeply buried tunnels. Lot of question and answers and interaction during tea or
lunch breaks was visible soon after these sessions.
3.4

Theme IV – Geotechnical Engineering and Soil Mechanics:
Excellent papers were received under the above theme also. Overall eleven papers were

divided into two sessions namely 6 (A) and 6 (B). There were excellent key note lectures on
Problematic soil foundations a very burning and relevant topic for geotechnical engineers and
on soil strength.

Session under progress in Mail Conference Hall

3.5

Theme V – Geotechnical Studies and Engineering Design of Large Caverns:
Nine full papers were received under this theme and were presented through session

number 9 (A) and poster sessions also. Papers related to underground oil storage caverns were
presented in thoroughly professional manner by the delegates together with one presentation
on numerical modeling as well.
3.6

Theme VI – Mining:
An exclusive session 7 (A) was devoted for mining as seven full papers were received.

The papers covered both surface and underground mining operation w.r.t. stability.
Environmental aspects were also covered. This session was also well attended and received by
the audience.
3.7

Theme VII – Hydrology, Groundwater and Geo-environment:
Under the above theme twelve papers were received. Two sessions 11 (A) and 11 (B)

were successfully completed with interesting presentations regarding, sedimentation, GLOF
studies, groundwater contamination etc. Keynote lecture associated with theme was quite
informative and presented by Dr Rajinder Bhasin from NGI Norway and was based on his
research in rainfall induced landslides.

3.8

Theme VIII - Landslide Studies, Hazards and Seismicity:
This theme was most popular and attracted twenty nine full papers. In addition eight

key note lectures by well known experts were also in the program. This involved six sessions to
complete the presentations. Interesting topics were chosen by the authors ranging from
landslides, stability, rock slopes, analysis, seismicity, tectonics, etc. Lecture on Urban landslides
by Prof. Scott Burns was very interesting with several other presentations by Indian experts such
as Dr Prabhash Pandey and Dr Sujit Dasgupta.
The video recordings of all Keynote Lectures and Inaugural and Valediction programmes
have been hosted on the website of the IAEG (www.iaeg.info). The videos shall be available on
the website for one year, i.e. till October 2016. The videos can also be accessed at the ISEG
websites.

Parallel Sessions conducted at Venue B and C

Parallel Sessions conducted at Venue B and C
Technical Papers were also presented in two Poster Sessions on 1st and 2nd day of the Conference.
More than 20 posters from various authors were presented from 11am to 4pm. This event in
particular generated great interest in lunch break also. List of Poster presentation is enclosed as
annexure XIII.

Poster Sessions

A technical exhibition had also been organised during the conference. Several stalls were erected by
sponsoring organisations such as MECL, GSI, NHPC, SJVNL, NMDC and Rocscience Inc. The above
enclosures evoked tremendous response from the delegates. Especially the stall set by ISEG for
selling its old publications and latest journals was a great success wherein a large no of delegates also
got registered for the spot Life Membership of the ISEG and annual membership of IAEG for 2016
term especially available during the conference.

Exhibition Area

4. Closing Ceremony :
The closing ceremony was also well attended and Chaired by Dr Scott Burns, President
IAEG who said that he was very pleased to attend the conference and associated deliberations.
President ISEG and Chair Organizing Committee also said that the conference was conducted
with unprecedented popularity.

Felicitation of IAEG President and Secretary General

Veteran Members of ISEG were felicitated during the Valedictory session. Dr Gopal Dhawan,
President ISEG and Chairman, Organising Committee honored the senior members with shawls. The
IAEG Best paper awards for the year 2013 and 2014 were also announced by the Editor, ISEG. These
awards have been revived by the OC to commence the Golden Jubilee Year of the ISEG. The honors
were given to the authors of the best technical papers / articles published in Journal of Engineering
Geology and ISEG News.

Felicitation ceremony of Veteran Professionals

ISEG Best Paper Awards

Dr. Scott Burns, President IAEG also released the latest issue (October 2015) of the ISEG News.
The same was distributed among the distinguished gathering. Subsequently results of the New
Council of the ISEG for term 2016-17 were announced by Shri. M. Raju, Secretary, ISEG and
Organising Secretary EGNM. He thanked the present council members and the members of the
Organising committee for excellent organization of the conference.

Release of ISEG News

New and Old Council Members of ISEG

The Conference was followed by field tour to the two major hydropower projects viz. Tehri and
Nathpa Jhakri hydroelectric power projects located in the Himalayas. Detailed tour reports are
enclosed as annexure XIV and XV.
5. Resolutions:
After detailed deliberations during the technical sessions and valedictory session of the conference
following resolutions of EGNM 2015 were unanimously passed.
1. Education in Engineering Geology at Master’s level needs to be strengthened.
2. Training in Special areas, such as, Geotechnics, underground works, slope stability to be
incorporated by respective organisations as a part of their annual training programmes.
3. If necessary, international exposure be provided in the above areas.

4. Preparation of DPRs with comprehensive geotechnical assessment should be made compulsory
for all projects having civil engineering structures.
5. At present this practice is vigorously followed only in respect of hydroelectric projects and some
river valley schemes.
6. Adequate time period and budget provisions need to be kept for investigation and preparation
of DPRs.
7. A group needs to be formed to interact with media and general public and communicate to
them about necessity of dams and projects like interlinking of rivers for the country.
8. The safety of high structures should be brought out and made transparent in simple terms so
that, questions are not raised about the vulnerability of structures.
9. Underground space technology needs to be encouraged in all metropolitan cities to develop
infrastructure facilities like metro, parking spaces, waste water treatment plants, shopping
complexes etc.
10. Environmental safeguards need to be given high priority in river valley development schemes.
11. Use of latest softwares in stability analysis an advance construction technology need to be
encouraged in all construction projects.
12. The Conference generated lively debates and interaction amongst delegates and the above
Resolutions are based on the feedback received.
13. It is possible to construct high dam in the Himalayas with proper investigations and
environmental safeguards. Structures which are beneficial to nation for hydropower generation,
flood control, drinking water supply, irrigation and tourism need to be encouraged for overall
development of the country.

Shri Imran Sayeed, Editor ISEG delivered vote of thanks for the conference and on behalf of OC
thanked the Chief Guest, Dignitaries from IAEG and Indian experts, delegates, veteran members,
sponsoring organizations, advertisers, exhibition participants, Chair and Co-Chairs of technical
sessions, keynote speakers, and members of OC.

